VIA TELTYPE
JUN 7, 1968
ENCIPHERED

MR. TOLSON
MR. DELOACH
MR. MOHR
MR. BISHOP
MR. CASPER
MR. CALIHAN
MR. COHRAD
MR. VELZ
MR. GALE
MR. ROSEN
MR. SULLIVAN
MR. TAVEL
MR. TROTTER
TELE. ROOM
MISS HOLMES
MISS GAN

URGENT 6/7/68
TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD (CODE)
WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON
FROM MIAMI (105-2855) GP

MOVIMIENTO INSURRECCIONAL DE RECUPERACION REVOLUCIONARIA
(INSCRIPTIONAL MOVEMENT OF REVOLUTIONARY RECOVERY) (MIRR)

IS-CUBA.

UNSUB; EXPLOSION ABOARD JAPANESE FREIGHTER "ASAKA MARU";
TAMPA, FLA., MAY THREE ZERO, SIXTY-EIGHT;

UNSUB; EXPLOSION ABOARD JAPANESE FREIGHTER "MIKAGESAN MARU";
GALVESTON, TEXAS, JUNE ONE SIXTY-EIGHT;

UNSUB; EXPLOSION IN ENGINE ROOM OF BRITISH FREIGHTER
"GRANWOOD" ON HIGH SEAS, TWO-FIVE MILES FROM KEY WEST,
MAY FOUR SIXTY-EIGHT; EACH CRIME ON HIGH SEAS - FOTIWV.
MIAMI EACH WEEK.

MIAMI SOURCE ONE IS SERGIO VIDAL CAYRO, VICE PRESIDENT, MIAMI RADIO STATION WFAB. SOURCE TWO IS WILLIAM KILLIAN, WESTERN UNION. SOURCE THREE IS RICARDO MORALES NAVARRETE.

WFO. UACB, CONTACT APPROPRIATE OFFICIALS OF JAPANESE, MEXICAN, SPANISH, AND BRITISH EMBASSIES FOR DETAILS CONCERNING ANY THREATS RECEIVED FROM CUBAN POWER AND FURNISH TO FBI LAB ANY LETTERS SUITABLE FOR LATENT FINGERPRINT AND TYPWRITING EXAMINATION.

MIAMI WILL BY SUBPOENA OBTAIN ORIGINALS OF MESSAGES DELIVERED TO WESTERN UNION BY CUBAN POWER AND EXHIBIT PHOTOS OF MEMBERS OF MIRR.

WILL DISCUSS EXTORTION ASPECTS OF THIS MATTER WITH USA.

WILL SUBMIT CABLEGRAMS AND LETTERS TO FBI LAB FOR EXAMINATION, AND CONDUCT FURTHER LOGICAL INVESTIGATION TO OBTAIN EVIDENCE THIS MATTER.

SEPARATE CHS INVESTIGATIONS PRESENTLY UNDERWAY RE COMINGS OF THREE VESSELS DESCRIBED IN CAPTION THIS TELETYPE.

AIRMAIL COPIES TO HOUSTON, MOBILE AND TAMPA.

SUCOP.
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